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Purpose
On March 26 the Department released a suite of tools to support school systems in continuing the critical
work of educating students during school facility closure.
•

The Continuous Education Guide supports school system leaders as they analyze instructional and
technology resources, develop an approach to providing distance learning opportunities, and
implement a distance learning plan

•

The Academic Resources for Educators is a comprehensive listing of academic resources available for
distance learning formats, organized by subject and curriculum provider

•

The Workforce Management Tool supports school systems in developing staffing plans that will
support the continuation of essential functions during school facility closures
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Continuous Learning

Continuous Learning
The Continuous Education Guide supports school system leaders as they
analyze instructional and technology resources, develop an approach to
providing distance learning opportunities, and implement a distance
learning plan.
The guide provides:
•
•
•

a three step process for school systems planning to implement
continuous learning
concrete examples from school systems who have already
implemented plans
templates and other resources to guide the planning process
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Step 1: Identify Resources
School systems must identify what is going to be taught and how it will be taught. This worksheet is
designed to help school systems organize their thinking. Below are questions and considerations to guide
the process.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Determine which curriculum materials will be used -many tier one curriculum materials are available.
Identify Technology Resources -Google Teach From Home Toolkit is highly recommended and easy to
access.
Identify staffing needs.
Assess Students/Families Needs.
● If needed, conduct a needs assessment and ensure it is inclusive and accommodating of all
families
● Collect student contact information and consider necessary privacy protections
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Step 2: Develop Approach
HIGH-TECH OPTION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify which lessons within the curriculum will be prioritized and how to best deliver instruction.
Assess teacher and student access to devices and the internet. Cox and AT&T are offering low-cost
options for internet service.
Identify the needs of teachers to facilitate digital or blended learning options.
Ensure that guidance is provided to support the unique needs of students who require additional
support including, but not limited to, students with disabilities and English Learners.
Develop a plan for technical support for families, possibly including a remote call center for technology
questions and technical assistance.
Provide teacher/student interaction through online platforms, phone calls, office hours, or homework
hotlines.
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Step 2: Develop Approach
LOW-TECH OPTION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify which lessons within the curriculum will be prioritized and how to best deliver instruction.
Review existing resources that can be printed.
Develop a plan to distribute materials to students.
Make paper copies of instructional packets to be picked up at school or delivered to families.
Ensure that the general education or special education teacher provides accommodations for students
with disabilities and students with a Section 504 plan.
Provide teacher interaction through phone calls, office hours, or homework hotlines.
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Step 3: Implement and Support
Continuous learning is a new endeavor for many school systems. Ongoing monitoring will be important to
assess how plans are working and to make adjustments as needed.
Three important areas to focus on are:
1.
2.
3.

communication with staff and families;
training for teachers and staff; and
access for all students and families.

This work will be challenging. Acknowledge that for staff and yourself. Give yourself and others permission
to make mistakes and correct as needed. Flexibility is key.
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Academic Resources

Academic Resources
The Academic Resources Tool provides school systems with a
comprehensive listing of academic resources available for distance
learning formats, organized by subject and curriculum provider.

The guide provides:
•
•
•

core instruction resources
guidance on supporting students with disabilities
additional academic resources such as Course Choice, updated
testing information, and CTE resources
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Resources Available
Core Instruction
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

K-12 Math
K-12 ELA
K-2 Literacy
Early Childhood
K-12 Social Studies
K-12 Science
Serving Students with Disabilities

Additional Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PBS
World Languages
Physical Education
AP/IB/CLEP Exam Solutions
Course Choice
ACT Prep
Career and Technical Education
Louisiana Student Standards
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Workforce Management Guide

Workforce Management
The Workforce Management Tool supports school systems in developing
staffing plans that will support the continuation of essential functions
during school facility closures.
This tool provides:
•

•

step-by-step guidance regarding how to develop a staffing plan and
a communications plan that will facilitate the continuation of
essential functions; and
resources for managing on- and off-site employees, including tips
on ensuring the safety of on-site employees and on managing
employees who are working from home.
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Workforce Management
The Workforce Management Tool includes two guiding questions relative to staffing.

1. What essential functions will I prioritize during school facility closures?
This could include:
•
•
•
•

ensuring meal services continue, to the maximum extent possible;
delivering high quality distance education to all students, including providing equal access to students
with disabilities;
ensuring that finance staff is available to process payments to vendors providing services and payroll
for employees that continue to work; and
ensuring that buildings remain secure, closed to the public, and in good repair.
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Workforce Management
2. How do I create a staffing plan that supports the continuation of these essential functions?
Step 1: Determine which employees will be involved in executing each of the essential functions and
whether they can do so off-site or if their on-site presence is needed.
Step 2: Contact the school system’s personnel director and legal counsel to answer key staffing
questions.
Step 3: Create a staffing plan aligned to the questions answered above.
Step 4: Develop a communications plan.
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Next Steps
School systems should:
•
•
•
•

reflect on your current plan or resources to implement an initial plan;
create or revise your plan and implement;
visit the COVID-19 resource library for these and other resources; and
reach out for support where needed.

The Department/Network Leaders will:
•
•
•

update these guides as we receive additional feedback and resources;
reach out to school systems to support these tools; and
answer site-specific questions as needed.

If you have questions or if there is additional guidance that would be helpful for school systems please
send to LDOECovid19@la.gov.
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